Greek and Roman Mythology

Hesiod: Key Episodes and Myths in the *Theogony* and *Works and Days*

- *Theogony*

  Invocation (Muses of Mt. Helicon)

  First Gods (including Chasm, Earth, Tartarus, and Eros)

  Castration of Sky

  Birth of Aphrodite

  Night and Other Early Gods

  Birth of Olympians

  Prometheus

  Pandora (unnamed in this work)

  Titanomachy

  Tartaros

  Typhoeus

  Goddesses and Heroes

- *Works and Days*

  Invocation (Muses of Pieria, district on slopes of Mt. Olympus)

  Two Kinds of Strife

  Prometheus and Pandora

  The Myth Of Ages

  [Justice]

  [Farming; Seasons; Travel; Women; More Advice; Days]